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Ric hard, Duke  of Gloucester, and the Battle of Barnet
The following question has  been  received from  a  member  of the  Society:  What
evidence  is  there  to  show  that  Richard, Duke of  Gloucester, led the van at the
Battle of  Barnet  in 1471?

It is  undoubtedly disturbing to  anyone  who 'has  been  used to think  that
Richard  commanded the van at  Barnet  to  realise  that The  Arrival,  the  most
authoritative  and  official  account of the campaign of 1471, makes no reference to
Richard  in this  connection.  Nor do the  closely related  Chronicles  of Wavrin  (for
the  connection between  The  Arrival  and Wavrin, see J. A. F.  Thompson  “The
Arrival of  Edward I ”—the development  of the  text, Speculum  vol. 46, 1971,
pp.84—93).  Indeed, The  Arrival  makes  no mention of Richard at all at the  battle
but Wavrin  does refer  to  Richard  bearing the brunt of the fighting along with his
brothers, Edward  and George. Richard’s courage is also extolled in a
contemporary poem  on  Edward  IV’s  recovery of the throne although no  precise
details  are given (Thomas Wright  (ed.), Political Poems & Songs  vol.  2, Rolls
Series  1861; p.280).

The tradition that Richard commanded the van  seems  to  come  solely
through the London chronicles, in particular The  Great Chronicle,  once owned  by
John Stow  and  then lost  to  scholars until  1913 (edited by A. H. Thomas and I. D.
Thornley, London  1938, p.216).  The  Great Chronicle  is  inaccurate  in many
particulars  about  the  battle  but  could, nevertheless, be right about the command
of the  van.  The City of  London sent  a contingent to the battle and  Londoners
would have  been very well informed  on this  detail.  The other main  chronicles
which do give  this  information are those of Edward Hall, probably using The
Great Chronicle  (Hall’s  Chronicle, London 1809, p.296), and Raphael Holinshed,
and it is  through  these  that  it was  transmitted  to  later  writers.  Neither  Stow’s
Annales  nor his  Summarie  of Chronicles  repeats  the  detail  although he obviously
knew of it  from  The  Gre_at Chronicle;  perhaps he was influenced by The  Arrival  of
which he is  known  to have made  a  copy (B.L. Harleian MS.  543).

Other  sources  similarly silent  about Richard’s command are The  Croyland
Chronicle.  Warkworth, Commines, Vergil, Grafton’s  Continuation  of Hardyng,
Fabian  and Vitellius A XVI, the  last  two being London chronicles contemporary
with The  Great Chronicle.  A useful summary of sources is given by Charles Ross,
Edward  IV  (Eyre  Methuen 1974), pp.166-8.

BLHaI'leian  MS.433
Dr. Rosemary Horrox  is at  prespnt compiling the  index  to volume one of the
printed edition of this manuscript and would be mostgrateful if any member could
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help her  with  the identification of the places listed below. Suggestions, with details
of location or the printed  source of the  information, should be  sent direct  to her at
28  Railway Street, Beverley, HU17  ODX:

Cornwall: Chewyk, lordship (bailiff  of) p.130, Deny, lordship & manor
p.80, Esternayne (land in) p.149, Hermena, lordship & manor p.80,Magna
Hendred, lordship &  manor  p.80, Nansirgh, lordship &  manor p.80, ,
Newland, lordship &  manor  p.80, Retire, manor  p.266, Schrobhender,
lordship & manor  p.80, Trebighyn, lordship &  manor  p.80, Trcmwelle,
manor  p.196! Tresedoron, lordship & manor p.80, Wellington, manor  (late
of the  marquis  of Dorset) p.196, Wigtobham, manor  & lordship p. 80
Essex: Alkesborne, manor p.153, Gildham, lordship & manor p.133,
Legates p.  283, Leth  Ree (annuity from) p.125, Lytley (part of  duchy of
Lancaster) p. 150, Lytelhay (probably the  same  as the above) p. 118
Gloucestershire: Campden m the old, town  p. 250
Hampshire: Nasshefeld  p.183
Somerset. Belton, manor p.  216, Westcapelone, manor  p.231
Yorkshire: Erle Orchard  p.253
No  county:  Chercoverton parish (patrons, Peterborough abbey) p.62,
Cropping, manor  (E. Anglia) p.281, Kirkeby, town  (free chapel of St
Leonards in) p. 127

Notes:  All references are to the  printed  text  of  vol.  1.

Book  Reviews

TUDOR YORK  by David  M. Palliser.  Published  by Oxford University Press,
1979. £12.50.
Historical  accuracy involves  more  than  an assembly of verifiable  data.  That  an
author should  fly to  capture  the “spirit of the  age" may be  asking too  much,
particularly for  a  general  text.  An  easy acquaintance with  the  material  is the  best  a
réader can  expect of an  historian, accompanied  by a demand that  the writer  know  -
the  relative value  of his  facts  and can  present  them with validity of tone and
context.  All  such  expectations  are fulfilled by Dr  Palliser  of the University of
Birmingham.  We  have waited a long time for his book—derived  from a  D.Phil.
Thesis  completed  in  l968—and there  is no  sense  of disappointment.  Studies  of

- early modern  English towns  are few in  number; Palliser’s  Tudor  York  is not  only
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